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Abstract: Today, Radio Frequency (RF) and optical sensors provide vital information in the defense, communications, energy, and manufacturing/test sectors. This talk will show how recent innovations in optical hardware and related signal processing methods can empower next generation sensor systems. For example, the talk will describe a new hybrid analog-digital approach to RF signal processing that leads to powerful (e.g., over 16-bits) RF fiber-optic programmable delay lines for advanced wideband RF phased array antenna beamforming. Another innovation shown is a novel optically implemented RF transversal filter that provides wide RF tuning capability with extensive (e.g., over 1000) independent tap weight and delay controls. All-optical sensors can also be empowered by a new three dimensional optical beamformer. In particular, shown is a near zero free-space optical communication link design that can lead to high data rates and low power levels. The talk concludes with recently implemented remote sensor designs for the extreme temperature environments of the energy and test sectors and an integrated sensor design for a combined RF-Optical Smart Antenna System.
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